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Introduction
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 Focus of study funded by the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR) 
Research Innovation Fund (RIF) – Collaborative effort between 
NAU, UA, and ASU.

 Year 1 of the ABOR RIF project focused primarily on the I-10 as 
a high freight corridor

 Year 2 focus was beyond the I-10, and is meant to include 
the Arizona megaregion including interstates connecting 
Flagstaff, Phoenix, Tucson, and Yuma.

 Other funding for this project came from the Pacific Southwest 
Region 9 UTC



Objective

Primary Goals
 When considering the entire interstate system in AZ, what roadway 

variables, factors contribute significantly to the frequency of 
crashes? 

 Do these roadway variables affect the frequency of crashes of 
different vehicle types in similar manner?

 Do these roadway variables affect the frequency of crashes of 
different severity levels in a similar manner?

 Does incorporating validated weather prediction data provide 
statistically significant results?
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Background – Data Sources
 AZ Crash Reports statewide

 2010 to 2016
 Incidents

 Geometric data package provided 
by ADOT’s Multimodal Planning 
Division (MPD)

 Datasets to analyze frequency of 
crashes

 Looked at Interstates 8,10,17,19 
and 40.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We needed 2 different types datasets for this projectAZ Crash ReportMPD Geometric databaseThe image to the right is an a map of the study interstates.Please note that the I-15 was excluded. 



Crash Frequency Models
 Negative Binomial Model with Random Effects
 NB is a generalized form of Poisson model:

 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝐸𝐸1 + …𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖)

Where:
Np: predicted number of annual crashes
𝛽𝛽: vector of estimable parameters
Xi: vector of explanatory (independent) variables

* Random effects allows the intercept 
term, 𝛽𝛽0, to vary across observations in order 
to account for unobserved geographic and 
temporal effects.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the crash frequency models, we use a modified version of the Poisson regression model that accounts for over-dispersion, which is common in crash dataIn the equation, Gamma_I stands for the expected number of crashes on a given segment and epsilon I accounts for over dispersion by allowing the variance to differ from the meanSome fancy math later and we get the final form of the model.



Weather Research and 
Forecasting Models (WRF)
 The Arizona meteorological Network (AZMET) operates 40 

weather stations with 29 active and 11 inactive stations all 
around Arizona

 Data was validated based on observation data from AZMET 
by generating annual precipitation data and plotting against 
the available stations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WRF was used to develop high resolution spatial 8 km by 8 km and temporal 40 seconds; 4D lat, long, time and elevation to earth surface.This figure shows the distribution patterns during the study site.This was done by using the AZMET weather stations and comparing this simulated data to the data gathered from the stations.



Weather Research and 
Forecasting Models
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 Observed Precipitation (P) from 
AZMET versus the simulated 
precipitation (P) obtained from 
WRF.

 𝑟𝑟2=.87 shows a strong 
agreement between the 
simulated and the observed 
data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this Figure on the left/right you can see the precipitation amount in mm being graphed for both the AZMET which is the Arizona weather stations Y-axis, and the data gathered form WRF in the x-axis. Since the r square value is close to 1, the data is strongly correlated Making the data from WRF accurate for this study.



Frequency Model Descriptive 
Statistics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each mean/std.dev, min and max is for all segments statewideIn total there 335 segments for one direction so 670 for both directions.The average segment length is 3.4 miles with a high standard deviationDirectional AADT mean is 60,000 although std.dev is higher than the AADT due to it being a statewide studyAt this point we converted the perception from mm to inches to keep consistent with units found in our roadway system. had about 8 inches of rainMedian width is mostly between 40-79 feetMost roads are 2-lanes each direction in the rural areas HOV lanes only found in I-17 and I-10Very few interstates segments pass through the citiesHigh number of crashes per segment, a single segment has had 320 crashes in a single year.



Total Crash Numbers

 Total Crashes 78,675
 Passenger Vehicle: 

65,203
 Freight Vehicle: 11,675
 Motorcycle:1,355
 Bus/RV/Trailer: 442
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 Total Crashes 78,675
 Injury Severity K: 763
 Injury Severity A: 1,888
 Injury Severity B: 10,351
 Injury Severity C: 9,856
 Injury Severity O: 

55,817

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a breakdown of the number of crashes and injury severity levels. Don’t worry about memorizing these numbers they will be in the results slides in a couple of slides. Just note that most crashes are passenger vehicle, and property damage only crashes.



Results Table Output
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an output from one of our models that will be discussed in the next couple of slides. For this project we ran frequency models for different vehicle types including passenger vehicles, freight vehicle, motorcycles, and we combined Bus, RV, and trailers as a heavy vehicle category due to small data numbers and similar body styles. In addition, we looked at the severity using the KABCO scale looking at how frequently each injury type occurs within the same variables from the previous model. Note this is looking only at frequency based on geometry and not person level. The results include beta value (how significant a variable is), the standard error, p-value to determine if it is statistically significant, and several variables were made random parameters to account for correlations that are a result from unobserved effects between roadway segments,In total we ran 6 different models seen in the next slides.



Passenger Vehicle Model 
Results
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Total Crashes: 65,203 Beta Values for Explanatory Variables (Passenger) 

Statistically Significant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graph Beta-values to show variables affected the frequency of crashes.Segment length and AADT are the two constants that are significant among all 6 models. For passenger vehicles precipitation was significantBoth concrete and no barrier showed a decrease in crash frequency when compared to cable barrierMedian width >80 feet and right shoulder length was non significantOnly 2 lanes or the HOV lanes were shown to increase the frequency of crashes, Speed limit of 75 was significant and has a negative beta valueThese city indictors show when th interstate passes through the city limits, and it looks like Phoenix is the only city that has an increase in crashes within its city limits, might be due to speed limits, number of people driving, commutes are longer, more intricate interstate connections, on and off ramps
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Total Crashes: 11,675 Beta Values for Explanatory Variables (Freight)

Statistically Significant

Freight Vehicle Model Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the freight modelSegment length and AADT are constant positiveRain is significant, make sense if freight vehicles need higher stopping times and rain might affect breaking timeAgain barriers were negativeFor this model as compared to the past one only has the median width of 40-79 be statistically significant interestingly both lane variables have negative beta values and both speed limit variables have positive beta values which is a direct opposite of passenger vehiclesDegree of curvature and the percent of trucks was shown positive which would make sense for a heavy vehicle typeAgain the city indictor only has phoenix be positive which makes sense seeing how the I-10 is a high freight corridor. 



Motorcycle Model Results
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Total Crashes: 1,355 Beta Values for Explanatory Variables (Motorcycle)

Statistically Significant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precipitation is green because although it is not significant at a 95% confidence level, it was nearly there with a p-value of .051 just by .01 and its negative means it would decrease the number of crashes. And it is the only model that had the variable as a negative, maybe a higher sample size would helpAs you can tell when the sample size decreases so does the number of significant variablesThe interesting finding for this model is that the HOV lane variable contributes to the frequency of crashes as well as the degree of curvatureNone of the city variables were significant expect Tucson with a negative beta value



Bus/RV/Trailer Model Results
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Total Crashes: 442 Beta Values for Explanatory Variables (Bus/RV/Trailer)

Statistically Significant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This model had a really small sample size and did not have as much significant resultsBut the few that we did have stay consistent with other findings, segment length and AADT are still positive which makes sense more cars in a segment usually equals more crashesDegree of curvature and phoenix city indicator are shown positive. I would guess it is because of the heavy vehicle classification, merging might be hard for RV or Trailer drivers if they are unfamiliar with driving in high speed areas.



Injury Severity Levels C/PDO 
Model Results
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Statistically Significant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the crashes by severity levels. The previous models, modeled the total number of crashes by vehicle type on how often crashes happen per segmentThis model looks at total number of crashes by severity type on how often they happen per segment.Most reported crashes are C/PDO and have similar significant variables to passenger vehicles.-Go through all of them briefly



Injury Severity Levels K/A/B 
Model Results
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Statistically Significant



Percent Increase in Predicted 
Crash Frequency
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Conclusions
 One of the primary contributions of this paper was using WRF model to obtain 

accurate, validated precipitation data.
 Precipitation Variable was statistically significant in all models expect the 

Bus/RV/Trailer and Motorcycle models.
 In all cases it was statistically significant it was a positive Beta value indicating an increase in the 

frequency of crashes

 The HOV lane increases the frequency of both frequency-severity models in 
this paper.
 This was seen in the passenger vehicle, motorcycle, and severity models.
 Other lane numbers were not significant in all models (expect 2 lanes for passenger vehicles 

and C/PDO crashes)

 Agencies should focus one educational campaigns on how to drive in severe 
weather conditions (not just rain) and HOV usage.

 Agencies should focus on employing new ITS technologies to increase driver 
awareness and performance.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a few of the conclusionThe paper major contribution is that we were able to use WRF to obtain accurate precipitation data. Next steps would be using WRF for wind speedsSome major conclusions are that precipitation variable was significant in most models in a positive beta value. Another interesting finding is how the HOV lane variable was significant in most models that had vehicle types that can use it.So what can we do about it? How would ITS help?



ITS Countermeasures:
Connected Vehicles
 Adaptive Cruise Control
 Collision avoidance technology 
 Lane Departure Alerts
 WRF could potentially be used as a source for weather predictions for an in 

vehicle sensor for vehicle to vehicle communication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have all heard of connected vehicles at this point and have some idea of how they work. The idea is being able to use these advance car sensors for safety purposes.adaptive cruise control can change with those severe weather conditions that affect visiblyLane departure can helpful for those HOV benefitsHaving prediction data like WRF could be incorporated into vehicle sensors to predict weather conditions and give the driver a waring of upcoming storms by V2V connections or V2I



ITS Countermeasure:
Active Traffic Management
 Benefits of ATM mainly for 

congestion caused by crashes.
 Smoother traffic flow
 Reduces bottleneck by informing the 

driver where to merge safely.
 Can help reduce secondary crashes
 Can change speed limits for 

hazardous weather and crashes
 Shown to decrease crash frequency 

by 29% in a study in Seattle
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ITS Countermeasure:
Dynamic Speed Limits
 Cheaper alternative to ATM
 Can change speed limits based on current road and 

weather conditions. (rain, dust, snow)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADOT has included DLS signs on the I-10 in areas where dust storms are a problem. A similar concept can be applied for other storms. Could be changed by weather prediction conditions (likelihood of rain, snow or dust) warnings. 



Thank You.
Questions?

Cristopher Aguilar– cya6@nau.edu

Additional Contacts
Dr. Brendan Russo – brendan.russo@nau.edu

Dr. Amin Mohebbi- amin.mohebbi@nau.edu
Dr. Simin Akbariyeh akbariy@calpoly.edu
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